An analysis is made of a moving disturbance using a directed cyclic graph approach.
Introduction
An earlier paper 2 detailed interrelated connections between Space, State, αTime and βTime using a directed cyclic graph. This lead to a potential locus in Space for a defined Time Magnitude (comprising both αTime(rst') and βTime(t * )) where:
The occurrence -at the Space trigger point (ph) -of the bifurcation of identity to both a change in Space(nd) and its associated change in βTime(t * ), and the change in αTime(rst') associated with its change in State(h) was shown to result in a fundamental ambiguity for a given magnitude of time: where an entity is located in Space(nd) and what its State(rh) is. Since n and r are variables, there exists a range of alternative combinations of State and Space positions which can combine to form the same total time magnitude |T | from variable components of αTime(rst') and βTime(nt * ). This can be represented for a fixed |T | of magnitude |rst ′ | -assuming a null Space(nd) trigger point (ie. a photon) -as a "temporal arc" (see diagram 1 below): It was noted that we can represent the total T-Time: (αTime(rst'),βTime(t * )) as a complex vector. We use a notation of βTime(t * ) as real and αTime(ırst ′ ) as imaginary:
or where z = (p + r/n)s : T = n(t * + ızt ′ )
2 see Brown (2003) 1 2 The probability for a freely moving entity interacting in a particular spatial position
For a defined time magnitude |T | there exist a range of possible combinations of State(rh) and Space(nd) positions which lie along the temporal arc. For small distances, the contribution of the αTime(ırst ′ ) component takes a higher proportion of the total time magnitude and therefore becomes increasingly significant. When the total time magnitude |T | measured is of the order of |ırst ′ | then there will be challenges in precisely divining specific state and spatial positions. In fact |T | could be formed entirely from state position changes or entirely from spatial position changes. Since there exist alternative possible compositions of βTime(t * ) and αTime(ırst ′ ) for a given time magnitude |T | then only a probabilistic method can be used to reference the position in space and state of the IFE disturbance.
Calculation of P(x) the probability of the IFE disturbance being located (through an interaction) at a specific spatial position is somewhat more intricate than might at first be expected.
For an IFE disturbance starting from an initial time magnitude |T | = 0, to calculate the probability of an interaction at spatial position x each of the temporally precedent spatial positions where an interaction did NOT occur: NOT(x-1), NOT(x-2)... must be considered where there could have been but was no interaction. For a probability of interaction distribution in space that was identically and uniformly distributed this would be straightforward: we could examine the n positions -each separated by a very small distance ∆x = d prior to the interaction at x.
We define the probability of interaction in a very short space ∆x as (B∆x) where B is the probability density (of an interaction with another IFE).
So the probability of non-occurrence in a very short space is (1 − B∆x) If a distance x (= n∆x) is travelled before an interaction then where P(x) is the probability density for an interaction at x:
For a large x then n = x ∆x −→ ∞. i.e. we might at first expect:
However, B, the probability density of an interaction in each short spatial position varies according to the number of alternative state positions at each possible Space position x. The state position alternatives at each Space position x implies that the range of possible State positions itself will vary at different spatial positions. The probability density of interaction in a very short space therefore appears as as a variable which depends on possible state levels (which in turn depends on spatial position) and which we label B(rst ′ ). The probability of State position is therefore employed as the probability density of Space position at a small point in space.
Let us assume that for each occasion that the IFE moves from one state position to another or from one spatial position to another there is a primary uniform probability A of interaction for an IFE with another (group of) IFEs (that depends on the state of the other group of IFEs).
We might therefore assume that to arrive at the probability for an interaction at a specific State position (rh) at a spatial position x we sum all of the probabilities for each possible State position at x (see Diagram 2 below). Consider the probability P (r x ) for an interaction at a single state position (rh) at spatial position x. For there an interaction to occur at the State position (rh), there mnust been no interactions at each of the previous possible and temporally precedent State points (r-1)h, (r-2)h etc.
To calculate the probability of an interaction at a particular state position we use a similar method to that initially assumed for spatial position.
We define the primary uniform probability of an interaction = A For a particular spatial position x the probability density of having an interaction at one of the State positions will be inversely proportional to the time taken to move through the potential number of State positions at x = A. ıst ′ ) If an interval of time ırst ′ passes before an interaction then where P(rıst ′ /x) is the probability density of an αTime(ırst ′ ) at a given x:
It is straightforward to calculate mean and variance using this. However, we must consider not only a single given spatial position at x (=nd), but further alternative possible spatial positions such as at x = (n-1)d, (n-2)d...etc.
Since the total time magnitude |T | can be composed in more than one way, then for a particular state position (rh) we must calculate not only nonoccurrences at (r-1)h, (r-2)h..., but also for each of these State positions, the non occurrences at all the coterminous spatial positions which provide the same time magnitude |T | = |ırst ′ |. To establish P (|T |) all the ways in which it can be formed from the combination of the the first spatial position, the second spatial position etc...must be calculated. It is useful to highlight P (|ırst ′ |) = B(ırst ′ ) to emphasise that it can be over more than one spatial position.
Consider as a simplified example a total of two possible Space positions only. Given a specific Space position then calculation of the probability of a State position (rh) requires us only to consider all the possible alternative State positions where no interaction occurred at the times (r − 1)ıst ′ , (r − 2)ıst ′ ...etc at that given Space position. However, with an alternative possible 3 We calculate the mean and variance as follows:
i.e. σ The probability density of the potential Space position at x must be accounted for which itself accounts for the permitted probability density P (r x st ′ ). This probability density for encountering r x is simply:
For each possible interaction at a specific Space position x and State position (rh) all possible interactions must be considered at State and Space positions on an associated temporal arc. To calculate how many possible positions are on this arc, a calculation originated by Gauss for analysing a fundamental point lattice (see Appendix) can be used. This shows that C(|T |) the number of exactly permissable points on a temporal arc that can compose a time magnitude |T | is:
To calculate the probability of a particular State position (rh) we need to account not only for all of the potential interactions that did not occur at alpha times (r −1)ıst ′ , (r −2)ıst ′ ... but also for all of the feasible interactions that could have, but did not occur at alpha times such as (|ırst
... at the nth spatial position. Calculation of the probability of NON-interactions requires summation of the area of the arc of every possible State position at every possible spatial position
The mechanics for this calculation are facilitated by working backwards and investigating historically the non-occurrences of interactions for Space and State positions.
To illustrate this technique, imagine in a simplified example the probability of NOT having an interaction at an αTime(rst') magnitude of 3 where . To (over)simplify this example further, we shall also assume that a change in time through a movement in spatial or state position involves a straightforward addition of a single value
This produces a layered set of summed products of probabilities that form a NON-interaction (using the notation (x 1 1) for (x 1 = 1) for brevity) 4 :
There are two important points to note here. Firstly, because we work backwards, we are investigating non-occurrences of interactions and this means that instances such as (x 0 1)(x 1 1)(x 2 0) must be considered probabilistically -even though there is no such single possibility -i.e. the first (x 0 1) is an instance of something that did not occur in the history of the (temporally) subsequent (x 1 1).
Secondly, for the (NOT |(rst ′ )| = 3) we include all four direct possi-ble groupings of non-happenings as well as all the (NOT|(rst ′ )| = 2) nonhappenings (and all of the (NOT|(rst ′ )| = 1) in turn). Because of the symmetrical character of the squared time magnitude there will be the same number of available State and Space positions. An efficient summation method enables aggregation of all the possible probabilities. To illustrate this, we can first calculate notionally for two spatial positions only -(i.e. provided that there are only 2 state positions).
From equation (5) and noting that the upper (ırst ′ ) in the exponent can now be represented by the total time |T |, then using (7) to locate the exactly permissable (integer) values only and incorporating (6), obtains:
. It will be noticed, interestingly, that k = 2π λ . Then:
With the constraint that k' and (k-k') are not negative -i.e. both Ae
and Ae A(k−k ′ ) are effectively Heaviside step functions which we can represent with the addition of H(k') and H(k-k'):
Similarly using this last result for 3 positions we have :
and for all the possible n positions across the temporal arc through inference we obtain:
Note that (as with the earlier calculations for Mean and Variance):
, then from (8)
If we replace with z = a-1 then
Assuming that n is large, we can express P(k) in a more convenient manner using Sterling's factorial expansion:
But e −nz = 1 −
... And from binomial expansion: (1 + z)
+ ... Then collecting polynomials:
For large n we can ignore 1 n denominators and with the above series for e −nz :
Substituting back for a = (Ak)/n
n(
For large n, (n + 1) ∼ n and:
But from (9) and (10) k 0 = n A and σ 2 = n A 2
Since P(k) is an expression of k and k = 2π|T | ı(nd)(rst ′ ) then P (k * ) = P (−k) This expresses the probability of a specific interaction at a specific state position but does not account for the spatial location.
To calculate P(x) the probability of an interaction at a specific spatial position x, we sum all of the alternative P(k)'s at any given x and ensure that we allow for every preceding non-event at (x-1),(x-2)... Labelling u as the generalised probability density for an interaction at a random state position, the probability of NOT having an interaction at spatial position x is given by e −ux . We must consider each P(k) at a given spatial position x, over every probability density for each position of x whilst eliminating every other (NOT x) position -along with the sum of every feasible P(k) at each of these positions:
Since k is complex then P*(k)= P(-k) and:
Using the notation for a Fourier Transform where the Fourier Transform of P(k) is:
−ıkx dk we can show that:
The probability of finding an IFE disturbance at position x is the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transform of P(k). This is the probabilistic heart of quantum mechanics.
We can consequently define a function ψ(x) = F T (P (k)). We name it "the probability function" -and using (11):
and thus from (12):
To evaluate this, expanding (13):
From integration tables:
4α (α and β complex).
Thus P(x) for a free particle also has a Gaussian distribution (this provides a method to calculate expected values e.g. x and k which will be covered in more detail in a later paper) 6 . A number of significant consequences derive from this explanation.
Although we can derive and make use of the "probability function" ψ(x) = F T (P (k)), it is a strange creature of mixed real and imaginary heritage -and it lurks like a half human half bull Minotaur in a labyrinth of misunderstanding from which reason never escapes. It has no direct reference.
We can, nevertheless, observe some interesting features of the interplay between P(k) and ψ(x) = F T (P (k)).
Firstly, we note a property of the differential of P(x) indicated by P'(x):
Secondly, consider a combination of such probability functions: say P(k) and another similar probability function in k Q(k). We can establish an interesting relationship between the square of their product and the product of their squares (see Rae 2002) since the integral of a magnitude must always be positive:
And using partial differentiation to extract k from (13):
Expanding this squared magnitude as the product of a function and its conjugate:
Multiplying out the square brackets, we obtain:
For the variance of x and k, we have σ
and assuming that x = k = 0 7 we form the product:
However, we can show that:
From (15):
For the case where x = 0 then we can perform a displacement function such that x ′ = 0 and it can be shown (e.g. Jeffreys 1939) that the product σ 2 x σ 2 k then remains the same as for x = k = 0.
8 This will be familiar as the proof of the Parseval identity:
From (16):
And since
2 is the probability of finding the IFE disturbance anywhere = 1. Then:
Mass and Momentum
It is useful to consider the apparent combined velocity of an IFE disturbance which moves with a velocity
away from a notional fixed reference point and another IFE disturbance which moves away in the other direction from the fixed reference point at a velocity u =
. This produces a method to perceive the resultant velocity of two velocities added together.
We shall consider what occurs in a time (t * ) 2 + (pst ′ ) 2 :
The distance D travelled in this time is:
For the combined velocity of both IFE disturbances, a further complication appears in the amount of time taken to traverse this distance. During the period of time (t * ) 2 + (pt ′ ) 2 which accounts for a movement in space dx for the first IFE disturbance, an additional number of βTime(t * ) increments must be accounted for that would have been covered by the second IFE disturbance(determined by its trigger-point qst').
To establish how many "extra" incidents of βTime(t * ) occur in this time, in a theoretical amount of time stretching across (t * ) 2 + (pst ′ ) 2 (t * ) 2 + (qst ′ ) 2 there will be an extra number N of incidents of t * where:
This gives us a rate of discrepancy of extra t * per unit of time such that:
In an amount of time (t * ) 2 + (pst ′ ) 2 there will be √
opportunities for an extra "skip" of βTime.
The total number of extra incidents of t * will be:
Then the amount of time t we have to consider when calculating the combined velocity of the two IFE disturbances is:
Then the combined velocity V of the two IFE disturbances is:
Consider two IFE disturbances of equal rest mass m 0 and equal velocity u colliding in a non-elastic way from opposite directions (say a mass moving from the left and a mass moving from the right), resulting in a stationary object of mass M 0 . Suppose that mass is not necessarily constant and that it may vary with velocity so that the moving mass m u may be different from the rest mass m 0 when stationary.
If we imagine that we sit (as a notional being) on the second IFE disturbance mass moving from the right then from this perspective the mass moving from the left has an effective velocity V (of the combined velocities) and has a mass m V . It then hits the IFE disturbance(on which we sit) of mass m 0 which results in an IFE disturbance of mass M u moving with a velocity u.
Effectively velocity V is the combined velocity of two equal velocities each moving towards one another with velocity u. From equation 18 the effective velocity of two combined equal velocities each of
Employing two fundamental laws (through empirical experience): 
and equation 18: i.e. force is the rate of change of state over distance.
Viewing energy as rate of change of State, the perception of the magnitude of this quantity will vary from different vantages moving at different velocities. From the perspective of a mass moving at speed V its pure kinetic mass can be isolated from a vantage point moving at the same speed as the pure kinetic mass (i.e. we can neglect the inertial rest mass). The pure kinetic mass itself comprises a moving IFE disturbance moving from a notional fixed point with a certain speed. This moving IFE disturbance could assume a range of speeds with respect to the possible speeds of the fixed point, whilst nevertheless maintaining the effective speed V. To annotate this, average quantities can be used which enables calculation of the speed of the fixed point and the speed of the internal IFE disturbance which springs from it as both having the same speed u.
If we now calculate the momentum, from (19) and (24):
Yet from the above discussion this represents the product of the pure kinetic energy (which from the perspective of an entity moving at speed
is its total energy) of the moving mass and the inverse 1 u of the internal IFE disturbance velocity. Hence, expressing total energy using s' from the point of view of the moving entity E T = h s ′ t ′ , and using u =
Since P = h λ = hk 2π
then from (17)
This is the familiar expression of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle.
Conclusions
A mechanism for formalising the statistical underpinnings of quantum calculations provides both a means for calculation and a rationale for the quantum uncertainty of position and momentum. A later paper is intended on the application of this method to the theory of gravity. Detailed computer models and discussion are available from the author on request.
5 Appendix: The number of potential positions precisely lying on the temporal arc
We essentially wish to know the number of potential positions on the temporal arc formed through the time magnitude |T | = (nt * ) 2 + (npst ′ + rst ′ ) 2 . Since t* and t' are finite numbers, and since n, p, s and r are integers then there exist only a small subset of positions on the temporal arc that can exist to form |T |. Since this can effectively be represented as the root of a sum of two squares, then we effectively want to estimate the number of lattice points C(|T |) on the circumference of a circle of radius |T |. We can apply a theory of point lattices for determining the number of possible lattice points in and on a circle C(|T |) of radius |T |. If we consider the circle at the origin of a fundamental point lattice with each lattice point as the centre of a unit square with sides parallel to the axes t* and t', then we can analyse the area of all the squares whose centres are inside or on C(|T |). This area L(|T |) comprises a number of complete squares entirely within the circle, and also a number of squares that are divided by the circle of radius |T | Some parts of squares with centres inside the circle of radius |T | will remain outside of the circumference, and equally there are some squares with centres outside the circle whose boundaries fit partly within the circle's perimeter. If we theoretically shade in all the complete squares whose centres are in or on the circle, then we can bound the shaded area L(|T |) from below and above -we find the largest disk whose interior is completely shaded, and the smallest disk whose exterior is completely unshaded. Since the diagonal of a unit square is √ 2 then all shaded squares must be contained in a circle of radius = |T | + ( √ 2/2). Similarly the circle whose radius = |T | − ( √ 2/2) is contained entirely within the shaded squares. Consequently
